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Notably in August, when asked about the execution of a Texas police officer, Sanders called it “an outrage” but quickly pivoted to anti-black violence by cops.
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Divers established that those elements of fuselage that had to be left in the sea did not contain any bodies.
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Scientists like Dr Spears believe the most likely cause could be an object falling from an aircraft
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About 14 million people face hunger in Southern Africa because of a drought exacerbated by an El
Nino weather pattern, according to the WFP
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The simple truth is that there are very few in Congress who have a stronger civil rights record than
Senator Sanders."
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British researchers offered some clues on Friday
Charlie Hebdo courted controversy with satirical attacks on political and religious leaders of all faiths and it published numerous cartoons ridiculing the Prophet Mohammad.

On the same day, things were even more fraught for girls - and women - in the village of Sileby in Leicestershire.

Should older people be screened for signs? When should monitoring begin? Perhaps a risk score, as with heart disease, is a solution.

Victims of Guillain-Barre can sometimes show the whites of their eyes, as if they are the living dead.

Poor feeding and sleepiness are other potential warning signs.

Swoopes helped the Lady Raiders win an NCAA championship in 1993 before going on to be a three-time Olympic gold medalist and a three-time WNBA MVP.

How many players can say they played 20 years and actually have seen the game go through three, four generations? It's not sad at all.

With so many children asking Tim questions, she didn’t get a chance, but she noticed that he paused for a few seconds before every answer.

Their complaint contends the action by executive director Brian Newby will hurt voter registration.
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"The governor's administration and his state-appointed emergency financial managers created this crisis and he must answer questions so the whole truth can be found," Kildee said
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The Wildcats didn't warm up later in the half, hitting just two of its last 13 shots before intermission.
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It was always “the player.” Owens then played just one year each for the Bills and Bengals.
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